Literacy
Information
TextsStudy
information texts, finding facts
about Egypt. Then write own
information texts.
Creative Writing- Look at the
different social classes and write
from a slave’s perspective.
Report Writing- Investigate the
pharaohs and write a newspaper
report on Tutankhamun.
Instructions– Recap features of
instructions, write a set on how to
make a mummy.
Egyptian Stories– Research the
pyramids and write own stories
focusing on description of
Egyptian setting.
Dialogue and Plays– Learn
features of playscripts, writing
own Egyptian plays and
performing. Recap dialogue,
writing conversations between
Gods.
Persuasive Writing- Identify the
Ancient Egyptian legacy and
persuade someone to appreciate
how they have influenced their
life.

Understanding the World
Science

Living things and their habitats- With a focus on those living things that
are native or symbolic to Egypt, describe the difference in the life cycles of a
mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird. Describe the life process of
reproduction in some plants and animals.
Animals, including humans- Describe the changes as humans develop to old age,
making links to the average age Ancient Egyptians died at and what happened next.

Maths
Egyptian Numeric System- Look
at the different ways numbers were
written, read and used
Egyptian Multiplication- Try
multiplication through doubling,
as the Egyptians did not learn
their times tables like we do today.

Awesome Egyptians
Topic Web – 8 weeks
P.S.H.E.
Leadership- Look at the pharaohs who reigned
over Egypt and establish which ones made good
leaders.

Enrichment
The Tutankhamun Exhibition- Visit the Tutankhamun Exhibition in
Dorchester, which features many of Tutankhamun’s major treasures
that have been meticulously recreated. The ante-chamber and burial
chamber of Tutankhamun's tomb have been accurately reconstructed, together with all
the tomb furniture and treasures, making it possible for you to experience the wonder of
discovery and enter the tomb just as Howard Carter did when he discovered it in 1922.
St Peter’s Ancient Egypt Exhibition- Following on from our visit to the Tutankhamun
exhibition, Year 5 will be creating, running and hosting their own Ancient Egyptian
Exhibition for our school community.

Expressive Arts and
Design
Art- Study the architectural
feats of the Ancient Egyptians.
Design and Technology- Deign,
make
and
evaluate
an
Egyptian bookmark or bracelet
in Textiles.

Understanding the
World
Geography

Locational Knowledge- To
locate Egypt and other world
countries using maps.
Human
and
Physical
Geography- To describe and
understand key aspects of
physical geography associated
with Egypt, including climate
zones, biomes, vegetation belts
and rivers.

R.E.
Death Ceremonies– Explore
death ceremonies from the
Ancient Egyptian times and
their significance.

